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Energy efficiency case study – Isis
From winch to pivot, the inclusion of a Variable Speed Drive (VSD) and now potentially solar,
Bruce Peterson has invested in water and energy efficiencies to ultimately increase profits on
his sugarcane farm.
Located at Farnsfield in the Isis growing region,
Bruce and Joanne Peterson’s sugar cane farm has
seen productivity gains from investments in energy
technology in recent times.
“With the sugarcane price under long term pressure
we had to look at ways that we could improve
profitability. The irrigation set up wasn’t up to
scratch, the flood irrigation was applying too much
water and on the other end of the scale some blocks
were just too wide for water winches and not getting
the water they needed,” Mr Peterson said
In consultation with irrigation advisor Pat Daley,
Mr Peterson installed a pivot that efficiently and
automatically irrigates 26ha of his cane area
(previously irrigated with winches). A 55kW pump
supplies irrigation water from a dam and applies
approximately 5ML/ha annually to the cane crop. At
$157,000 it was a considerable investment, but two
years on he is seeing the benefits.
“The pivot resulted in irrigation efficiencies that
improved the sugar cane yield by 21t/ha compared

to the old system. The cane yield around the rest
of the farm (irrigated from another source) has
also improved by about 5t/ha because of better
turnaround time on water winches and we can avoid
periods of moisture stress and yield loss.”

The conversion from winch to pivot led to a large reduction in the sites energy use (see Tables 1 & 2). This
resulted in an impressive $216/ha reduction in energy costs in the first season. Another welcome benefit to the
reduced energy requirements was the estimated 17,390 kg/CO2e avoided emissions each year.
Other benefits of the pivot installation include; reduced labour requirements for irrigation of about 2hrs/day
and a reduction in maintenance costs associated with the winch of about $1,500 a year.
Table 1.
Application method

Assumed pumping
head* (m)

Power (kWh) required
to pump 1ML

Pumping cost $/ML
(@$0.28/kWh)

Winch

85

376

$105

Pivot

45

199

$56

Table 2.
Total power (kWh)
required to irrigate pivot
area

Total cost of pumping cost
(@$0.28/kWh)

Original irrigation method: 100% winches

48,500

$13,580

New irrigation method: 87% pivot 13% winch

30,000

$8,400

Table 3 outlines the benefits associated with each of
Mr Peterson’s energy saving investments. It uses the
partial budget approach to outline the benefits and
costs, return on marginal capital and simple payback
period of each irrigation energy investment. The
following equation is used to calculate the return
on marginal capital, which is a useful screening
device for evaluating the relative merits of proposed
changes.

At the same time as the pivot installation, a Variable
Speed Drive (VSD) was installed on the pump. At a
cost of just under $8,000 the VSD has reduced the
energy demand by approximately 10% for that pump
site. These installation benefits represent a 10%
return on marginal capital and will take an estimated
10 years to pay back.
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With his previous investments paying off, Mr Peterson
is now considering solar. “It just seems like the logical
next step. I feel like we have maximised the efficiency
of our energy use, now I’d just like to pay less for the
energy I need.”

Using a conservative sugarcane price of $35/t,
the benefits of the pivot equate to an impressive
23% return on marginal capital. The investment is
calculated to take under 4 years to pay back.

The seasonal nature of Mr Peterson’s irrigation
results in the pump potentially being unused for
weeks or months at a time. This sporadic demand
pattern means the surplus energy remains eligible
for a feed in tariff (FiT) - as an economic imperative

for investment feasibility. A 39kW solar installation
fits within ERGON’s connection policy and ensures
that Mr Peterson can offset a large portion of his
load, be paid a FiT of 7c/kW when he isn’t pumping
and access the grid for additional energy supply to
irrigate seamlessly during both days and nights.
Solar systems vary in price, and as always, you get what
you pay for. An installed 39kW system with quality
panels and a mounting frame certified by engineers
for the high wind zone will cost approximately
$58,500. In our analysis this resulted in the Levelised
Table 3: Partial budget analysis

Cost of Energy1 from both renewable and grid sources
being reduced from $0.28c/kWh to $0.10c/kWh. This
reduction equates to savings of $4,656/year and a
simple payback period of 13 years. The solar analysis
was completed considering Mr Peterson’s current
irrigation usage pattern where the pivot runs for
24hrs. Where irrigation can be scheduled during the
day (rather than night), further grid energy costs can
be offset by solar and the returns would be higher
and the payback period faster.

Replace
Original
85%
system all irrigation
plus VSD
plus solar
winches
with one
pivot
{Water source: Farm dam. 55kW supply pump}

Annual income ($/ha)
92t/ha
35
3220

113t/ha
35
3955

113t/ha
35
3955

113t/ha
35
3955

Energy cost (pumping)

526

310

279

100

Maintenance cost of water infrastructure

77

19

19

19

Labour for irrigation
Total irrigation cost ($/ha)

345
948

115
444

115
413

115
234

$1,239

$31

$179

$32,220

$805

$4,656

$4,000
$36,220

$805

$4,656

$36,220

$37,025

$41,682

17390
$157,000

2820
$7,925

6345
$58,500

23%

10%

8%

4 years

10 years

13 years

Cane yield (farm average)
Cane price
Income $/ha
Annual cost of irrigation ($/ha)

Annual benefit ($/ha)
Annual benefit: Area under pivot 26ha
Yield benefit ($/ha) balance of farm
Total annual benefit to original system
Total cumulative benefit to original system
Avoided CO2e (kg / year)
Total capital investment
Return on marginal capital (from previous system)
Simple payback period*

Base case

*Does not consider discounting. Analysis shows 0 decimal places, so there may be rounding errors. And the analysis does not consider fixed (overhead) costs

Simple payback period*

4 years

10 years

13 years

*Does not consider discounting
Analysis shows 0 decimal places, so there may be rounding errors. And the analysis does not consider fixed
(overhead) costs
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marginal capital (i.e the investment returns). This is due to over half the benefit comes from the
increase in yield as a response to improved irrigation management.
Pivot investment: % change in return on marginal capital
Pivot investment: % Change in return on marginal capital
Parameter changed (base) -30%

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

Yield increase: -50% (21 t/ha) -26%
Cane price: -/+ 15% ($35/t)

-9%

9%

Energy saved: -/+ 25% (773 kWh/ha

0%

4%

Energy price: -/+ 15% ($0.28 c/kWh)

0%

4%

Labour savings: -50% ($230 /ha)

-9%

In summary
• The pivot investment is most sensitive to the crop yield increase as a result of improved irrigation
management from baseline practices
• The VSD investment is equally sensitive to the size of the energy savings created by the installation
of the VSD and the cost of energy
• The potential solar investment is most sensitive to;
- The proportion of the solar energy that is utilised either through the sites energy demands (i.e
shifting irrigating from nights to days) or eligibility for a FiT
- Improvement in Levelised Cost of Energy (i.e from $0.28 c/kWh to $0.10 c/kWh). When starting
from a higher cost base of energy the savings will be larger.

Every production system has its own unique characteristics and costs. When looking at any investment it is
essential to do your own calculations using costs that reflect your own enterprises.
1

LCOE, or levelized cost of energy is a term which describes the cost of the power produced by the new system over a period of time, typically the warranted system life By purchasing solar
you are essentially creating a hedge against rising utility costs by fixing the per kWh rate at a known cost.
https://www.simpleray.com/resources-and-informations/how-to-calculate-simple-lcoe-for-solar

The analysis is based on estimates, assumptions and other information developed by Ag Econ from its independent research effort, general
knowledge of the industry and consultations with you, your employees and your representatives. No warranty or representation is made by Ag Econ
that any of the projected values or results contained in the Report will actually be achieved. Circumstances and events may occur following the date
on which such information was obtained that are beyond our control and which may affect the findings or projections contained in the Report. We
may not be held responsible for such circumstances or events and specifically disclaim any responsibility therefore.

